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Poet in the profession

The days when British poets starved in garrets or found rich
patrons to support them have almost disappeared; instead,
most of them now toe the line and take other jobs to support
themselves. Poetry and medicine are an incongruous alliance
because close empathy with people is as essential for a poet as
an objective view of his patients is for a doctor. Art and science
rarely mix without some conflict. As Dannie Abse says in his
autobiography, A Poet in the Family
(Hutchinson), "Doctors, possibly, make
good poets; but poets rarely make good.
doctors. The good doctor's ability to
distance himself from his patient's
suffering is helpful, finally, for the
patient." Somehow, Dr Abse has found
the happy medium by undertaking
diagnostic work, where his contact with
patients is limited. He used to take the odd
clinic or locum in general practice to keep
his hand in, but found that he spent an
inordinate amount of time with each
patient. He has also avoided mounting the
long ladder to success in medicine. Apart
from a year at Princeton as writer in
residence and principal poet, he has been
working as the civilian medical specialist
to the RAF Chest Clinic of the Central
Medical Establishment in London since he
finished his national service in the RAF in
1955. After all these years, he is un-
doubtedly a quick diagnostician-most
sarcoid cases are funnelled his way-and Da-n
probably a much better doctor than he
makes himself out to be. The clinic held
his job open for him while he was in America. Spurred
on by his Welsh Jewish family to take up a respectable
career in medicine, Dannie Abse nearly dropped out when he
had trouble passing his pathology exams but, when he mentioned
that he was thinking of eschewing medicine for poetry, the
tears in his father's eyes persuaded him to become a doctor
and he never mentioned the subject again. Money was short,
so he combined his studies and writing with literary journalism,
but he never enjoyed this much. Since he qualified he has
published three novels, an autobiography, four full-length
plays and two one-act plays, several volumes of poetry, and, in
1977, Collected Poems 1948-1976. Though all his writing is
serious, this does not prevent his novels and plays, in particular,
from being funny and vastly entertaining; they are also moving
and sometimes sad. Abse believes, like Coleridge, that "comedy
is the blossom of the nettle." The odd man out and the only
one he is uneasy about is Some Corner ofan English Field (a story
about an RAF doctor) because it is inconsistent with his other
work and he thinks that every writer should have a recognisable
voice of his own. At the time he wrote this book he was
influenced by Graham Greene's sourer writings, and the result
is a good but somewhat unhappy- novel. He t-hinks that a poet
should be able to write anything-books, plays, short Stories,
and so on-and Abse, of course, can do this. Each word in a
poem has to be carefully weighed and put in its right place;
this economy extends to Abse's other writings-no book has

ie

more than 200 pages or so, but he packs as much into them as
any long novel.

Until 12 years ago readers of Dannie Abse's poetry could not
tell that he had any connection with medicine. Now the influence
of medicine is more obvious-he has written a poem called
"The Pathology of Colours," for example, another about a
stethoscope, and the most touching one of all, "The smile was,"

which is about the special smile every
mother has when she first hears the cry of
her newborn baby. He works roughly half
the time on medicine and the other half
writing, reading poetry, appearing on
television, speaking for BBC radio, and
writing the odd paramedical or literary
feature for the newspapers. He has also
edited such books as My Medical School.
The medical side of his life allows him to
pick and choose what he does with the
other side.

Six completed poems a year is Dannie
Abse's average output-but many more
are discarded if he thinks them defective
or below his high standard. Old poems
are thrown away; there is one lovely story
in his autobiography of how he slipped
down to his printers and exchanged a
third of a book of poetry waiting to be set
with newer and better poems. The
publishers never noticed. He says that
poems make their now time and he
cannot write to set hours; he can, however,

Abse work on a play or prose for two hours
before he goes to the clinic in the morning.

Dannie Abse has achieved fame through his poetry (and, to a
lesser extent, through his plays and books), but his patients
rarely remember this unless they have seen him on television;
then they will remark on it, and forget about it in a week (or so
he says). Eccentric patients from Central Europe occasionally
telephone him to say they have a chest disease and must have a
poet for a doctor; he has trouble, too, with calls from American
and British poets, most of them with unsocial ailments like
gonorrhoea and drug addiction or psychiatric problems, who
think that he will be sympathetic (he is).
Dr Abse has just appeared with Nigel Stock at the Edinburgh

Festival in readings of his medical prose and poems in a
programme called Bedside Manners; this may be repeated
elsewhere. Ash on a Young Man's Sleeve (his first autobio-
graphical novel) is coming out early next year as a Penguin
Modern Classic; his best play, Pythagoras, is being published
this October; and, if all goes to plan, another volume of his
poems will be published in 1981. He finds it difficult to believe
that so many things have fallen into place for him-even to the
extent that the chest clinic is half way between the BBC and
Hutchinson his publishers-and that he has been generally
lucky in life. But this could all be due to hard work, a touch of
genius, and a warm and happy disposition that concentrates on
the good things and ignores the bad. Certainly, it cannot be
easy to combine two such disparate disciplines as poetry and
medicine. After all, Keats couldn't.
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